Ambient Assisted Living
user interfaces

Respectfully adapting to individual needs and preferences of older adults

www.AALuis.eu
Serving a heterogeneous target group
AALuis aims to serve this greater good by offering a practical solution for the flexible adaptation of user interfaces (for example: TV, smartphone, tablet, touch table, PC). This results in the freedom of choice and meets the changing needs and wishes of older adults.

Main target groups
The AALuis concept broadens the horizon for both service developers and service providers creating and offering services in the field of AAL services.

Benefits
The AALuis concept provides the following benefits:
- Supporting a broad range of different user interfaces
- Channel for both comfort and care services
- Provide differentiated services pairing user needs and market circumstances
- Scalability to market your services across Europe

Get involved
Want to learn more about the AALuis concept, have a meet & greet with AAlbert or want to discuss what AALuis can mean for your organisation?

Visit: www.aaluis.eu
Contact: Christopher Mayer,
AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH,
Christopher.Mayer@ait.ac.at

Meet the AALuis Ambassador: AAlbert
AAlbert is the multifunctional ambassador of the AALuis project bringing a human touch to all end-users. Born as an avatar, AAlbert can be a personal doctor, assistant and friend for every elderly across Europe. Without the need for sleep, AAlbert is available 24/7, 365 days a year.

AAlbert has many appearances
Acting as a chameleon, AAlbert can adapt itself to the needs and wishes of each individual end-user. AAlbert can present itself on a television, a smartphone, a tablet or a PC.

Multifunctional egghead
With a selection ranging from comfort to care oriented knowledge, AAlbert already played his role as; course lecturer, travel assistant, virtual nurse, personal assistant and activation coach.